The UX Platform for the Frontline Workforce

Enabling Frontline
Workers with Webalo
Who are Frontline
Workers?

They are the heart of an organization, workers who
perform operational activities, producing or maintaining
products, running daily operations, etc.

ENABLING FRONTLINE WORKERS
IS YOUR KEY TO PROFITABILITY
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According to a Gallup poll, disengaged
employees cost an estimate $483 billion to $605
billion in lost productivity each year.

of mobile and endpoint investments will be
aimed at enabling frontline workers over
the next five years

Webalo helps the frontline workforce
make better, more informed decisions

Webalo is your foundation for enabling an
effective digital transformation initiative

by simplifying and improving their daily activities
with real-time access to actionable analytics,
through intelligently managed workflows

to drive frontline workforce productivity and growth.
Overcome the largest barrier to digital transformation
--not connected things, but connected people.

ACCORDING TO FORBES

Organizations that empower frontline workers reap the benefits:

83

82

see higher levels of
customer satisfaction

64

see higher levels of job
satisfaction among employees

see lower turnover
among employees

From Forbes Empowering the Workforce 2017

Without frontline workforce engagement, Digital Transformation initiatives will inevitably fail.

Webalo Engages the
Frontline Workforce
Why It Matters
Because motivating and empowering the
frontline workforce increases revenue, lowers
costs, reduces employee turnover and improves
customer satisfaction, all at the same time.

Frontline workers see relevant
information to accomplish
tasks on the move

They collaborate through
intelligently managed
workflows

They get precise
information in
real-time

Webalo provides the app generation infrastructure for the digital transformation of frontline
workers. Webalo's patented technology enables companies to become User First™ organizations,
easily transforming their existing enterprise and industrial applications into real-time,
actionable, task-oriented, persona-based applications, where each user has just the
information they need, on their device, to help them get their job done.

Enabling Frontline
Workforce Productivity.
1. Actionable Visualization
Real-time Decision Support

Webalo creates actionable
dashboards, automatically generated
from multiple data sources, that
optimize frontline workforce
productivity.

Increase frontline workforce productivity
Improve product and service quality

2. Enterprise-Grade Platform
Scalable, Extensible, High Performance.

Built to operate in the face of massive
amounts of real-time transactional
usage by thousands of workers.

Available, scalable & secure
Cloud & behind-the-firewall deployment options

3.

Webalo for Frontline Workers
Enable digital transformation of the frontline workforce

Provides frontline workers with realtime, actionable, personalized visibility
into their daily activities & tasks.

THE UX PLATFORM FOR THE FRONTLINE WORKFORCE

Visualize data from
disparate sources

Monitor operations
in real-time

Improve plant productivity,
safety and equipment reliability

Increase frontline workforce
productivity

Drive operational
excellence

Reduce risk/control
costs

Optimize business
operations

Accelerate time
to value
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